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By George Newberry

Authorhouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 296 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x
0.9in.The Devils Reign is a true story. Statements made by the author in this book have been
validated with documentation and verified by this publishers legal department. You will read about
a near-death experience, an ensuing mission to expose the forces of evil and warn people to get
their lives in order with God, and mind-boggling events that followed. George spent years writing a
screenplay to relay his message, while being bombarded with problems, financial losses and
shocking supernatural experiences. For example: The name Lucifer mysteriously appeared on a
court document, baffling even the agencies involved. When numerology was done on the
circumstance involving that name it equaled 666. Many documented and witnessed supernatural
occurrences followed. A priest told George, You have to finish your story or the Devil wins. George
finished his screenplay. But, he was still being watched by an evil eye. In 1998 a Hollywood Producer
took 20, 000 from him and destroyed his script. In 1999, over twenty scenes of Georges script
appeared in the Arnold Schwarzenegger film, End of Days. The production company for that film
was Lucifilms and the production start...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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